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ABSTRACT 

A model has been devised for the orbits of molecular clouds in the 
Galaxy, The molecular clouds are assumed to be launched from the two-
armed spiral-shock wave, to orbit in the Galaxy like ballistic particles 
with gravitational perturbations due to the density-wave spiral-potential 
and each cloud is assumed to produce an identical cluster of stars. A 
comparison of the model with observations suggests that each cloud radiate; 
detectable 12c±6o (J = 1 -> 0) spectral line radiation from birth to an age 
of 30 million years and that stars are seen in the cloud 15 million years 
after its birth. The model has been tested by comparing its predicted 
velocity-longitude diagram for CO against the observed one for the Galaxy 
and by comparing the model's predicted surface brightness in the UBV photo 
metric bands against observed surface photometry for Sb and Sc galaxies. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Work on star formation .mechanisms is proceeding at a rapid rate. 
Herbst and Assousa (1977) , Ogelman and Moran (1976) and Cameron and 
Truran (1977) cite evidence connecting supernovae with the formation of 
stars. Loren (1977) and Elmegreen and Lada (1977) cite evidence that star 
formation is triggered by an expanding HII region as it interacts with a 
dense cloud. Wielen (1973) and in several other papers has discussed 
questions related to density wave star formation. Bash, Green and Peters 
(1977) discuss evidence that the spiral density wave is causally related 
to star formation in the Galaxy. Seiden and Gerola (1978) have devised 
a stocastic model for star formation in galaxies which is capable of 
giving, at least, spiral arcs and possibly even 2-arm spirals of newly 
formed stars without invoking the density wave theory. 

I believe that these various modes of star formation are not mutually 
exclusive. The obvious, basic 2-arm spiral symmetry seen in most Sa, Sb 
and Sc spiral galaxies must result from the galactic density wave, but the 
fraction of stars which it produces directly is unclear. It may produce 
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only a relatively small number of "primary" stars which, in turn, produce 
additional "secondary" stars through the supernova or expanding ionization 
front mechanisms. Since only massive, short-lived stars are believed to 
be effective in producing supernovae or large HII regions, these secondary 
stars will also be in a spiral pattern. The mechanism suggested by Seiden 
and Gerola (1978) may describe star formation in, for example, Sd galaxies; 
however, it seems incapable of producing the two smooth, wide spiral arms 
seen in the old disk stars as revealed in very red photographs of, e.g., 
M51 (Zwicky, 1955). These very red photographs seem to show the response 
of the old disk stars to the linear density wave. 

2. DENSITY WAVE INDUCED STAR FORMATION 

Bash and Peters (1976), Bash, Green and Peters (1977), and Bash 
(1978) have attempted to find observational evidence which connects the 
spiral density wave, molecular clouds, and star formation in the Galaxy. 
We have assumed that a spiral density wave exists in the Galaxy, that its 
current position, gravitational potential and pattern speed are the values 
fitted to HI 21-cm observations and to the positions and velocities of a 
group of 25 stars by Yuan (1969a, 1969b). We have also used the values of 
the gas velocities in the two-armed spiral-shock (TASS) wave given by Shu, 
et al. (1972) and Shu, Milione and Roberts (1973). We have assumed that 
molecular clouds are launched from the TASS wave with the predicted shock-
wave velocities, and that they ballistically orbit in the Galaxy as per
turbed by the spiral-arm potential. By integrating their orbits we can 
predict their positions and velocities as a function of time since they 
left the TASS wave. This time, called their dynamical age, is the inde
pendent variable in the integration of their orbits. 

Bash and Peters (1976) concluded that the model ballistic-particle 
molecular-clouds whose dynamical ages are no more than thirty million years 
have the same values of predicted radial velocities as those observed for 
galactic CO. We suggested that some process must cause the CO-emitting 
molecular clouds to be no longer observable at ages greater than thirty 
million years, since the model predicts that older clouds have radial 
velocities which exceed any observed velocities. 

Bash, Green and Peters (1977) tested the above result by looking for 
CO-emitting molecular clouds associated with young clusters of stars. We 
found that 90% of young clusters containing O-stars have associated CO 
emission, while less than 10% of the clusters whose earliest star lies be
tween BO and B4 have associated CO-emission. This result caused us to 
assume that molecular clouds launched from the TASS wave form star clus
ters or associations and that the thirty million year CO "cut-off" corres
ponds to the time in the clusterfs life when the last O-star completes its 
evolution. Wheeler and Bash (1977) have suggested that perhaps a BO star 
is the most massive star capable of becoming a supernova and that the first 
supernova explosion rids the clusters of its associated CO. Since we esti
mate that the main sequence lifetime of an BO star is 15 million years, 
we concluded that about 15 million years elapse from the time a molecular 
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cloud leaves the TASS wave until the stars begin to form. That star for
mation time is very close to the values inferred from observations of M51 
(Mathewson, van der Kruit and Brouw, 1972) and of M81 (Rots and Shane, 
1975 and Rots 1975) and computed by Woodward (1976) . 

3 . STAR FORMATION AND UBV SURFACE BRIGHTNESS 

Bash (1978) also computes the UBV surface brightness predicted by 
the model and compares it with the observations of Schweizer (1976). We 
assumed that each model-ballistic-particle is a molecular cloud which be
comes an open star cluster 15 million years after leaving the TASS wave. 
For simplicity, this was assumed to be the only mechanism for star for; 
mation. The star cluster is assumed to continue in ballistic orbit around 
the Galaxy and, as it ages, the stars evolve. Each cluster is initially 
bright and blue due to the light of the early-type stars but, as the clus
ter ages, its light becomes dimmer and redder as the massive stars die. 
The distribution of stellar masses in each cluster was taken from obser
vations (Taff, 1974 and Scalo, 1978) and the total mass in each cluster 
was adjusted to agree with the observed average surface brightness of M81. 
The orbit of each molecular clouxkstar cluster was integrated for 100 
million years. To represent the light of the Galactic disk, a smooth 
stellar disk with a radial brightness gradient was added and the disk 
colors, brightness and radial brightness gradient were taken directly from 
observations of external galaxies. 

The model resembles the observations quite well except that the 
modelTs (U-B) and (B-V) colors were too blue by about 0^5. However, it 
was pointed out that the evolution of the model cluster stars had been 
simplified by considering only their main-sequence phases and that was 
at least a part of the cause for the color disagreement. 

4. RECENT WORK 

We shall now report some new work completed after Bash (1978). The 
model, described above, has been improved by, a) including the giant and 
supergiant phases in the evolution of the model cluster stars and b) ad
ding a linear density wave to the underlying disk. The computed and ob
served (U-B) and (B-V) colors now agree. 

Bash (1978) describes a Mcluster model 1". We now wish to allow the 
stars in cluster model 1 to evolve through the giant and supergiant phases. 
Only stars more massive than 3 M© leave the main-sequence in 100 million 
years which is the limit for our integration of the cluster orbits. Evo
lutionary tracks for stars of mass 15 M©, 9 M© and 5 M© were taken from 
Iben (1967). Tracks for stars of mass 63 M@, 40 M© and 25 M@ come from 
Stothers (1963, 1964, 1965, 1966a, 1966b, 1968). Bolometric corrections 
were obtained from Panagia (1973), Morton and Adams (1972) and Johnson 
(1966), giving values of Mv. Spectral types were obtained from the same 
references as used for the bolometric corrections and (U-B) and (B-V) 
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colors were obtained from Davis (1977) for stars earlier than GO and 
Johnson (1966) for stars later than GO. The total mass of the stars in 
each model cluster was adjusted so that the average surface brightness 
of the model galaxy agreed with the values observed by Schweizer (1976) 
at distances 4.79 kpc and 6.67 kpc from the center of M81. The cluster 
mass which gives best agreement for cluster model 1 is 405 I^/cluster. 
The absolute magnitude, Mv, and the (U-B) and (B-V) colors for cluster 
model 1 and for 100 million years after the stars turn on are shown in 
Figure 1. 

Schweizer (1976) reports surface photometry measurements on six Sb 
and Sc galaxies. The surface photometry is measured in three color bands 
U, B3 and 0 and, according to Schweizer, B3 = B - 0.3 (B-V). His surface 
photometry is displayed for annuli, centered on the center of the galaxy, 
and with a variety of radii. The surface brightness around each annulus 
is displayed as a function of cf>, the galactocentric azimuth, which in
creases in the direction of rotation. He defines the disk component as 
the surface brightness of a level line passing through the two dimmest 
points, separated by at least 90° in <)>. The spiral arm component is de
fined as the average amount of light above the disk. 

For the disk of our model galaxy we have adopted the surface bright
ness, colors, and radial gradient in brightness found by Schweizer (1976) 
for M81. To the disk we have added a linear density wave of the form 

D (magnitudes) = -A (1 + cos [-2(f) + $(R) ] ) . 
At the spiral arm minima, D = 0 and we see the smooth disk. At the spiral 
arm maxima, the disk brightness increases to the smooth disk value minus 
2A magnitudes. The disk color is assumed to be everywhere the same, only 
its brightness changes. Cluster model 1 with its evolved stars (as de
scribed above) plus the value A = 0*P2, allows us to fit Schweizerfs ob
servations of the surface brightness and color of M81. 

Figure 2 shows the results of the model calculations. The data are 
displayed in the same way as Schweizer (1976) displays his observational 
data. We have chosen to compute the surface brightness for three annuli 
at R = 4.79, 6.67 and 8,24 kpc from the center of the model of the Galaxy. 
The ordinate is absolute magnitude per square kiloparsec, M kpc"2. 
(M kpc"2 + 36.57 = magnitude per square arcsecond.) The shapes of the 
surface brightness cuts across the arms, and the decrease in the apparent 
"noise" from U to V all resemble observed data in Schweizerfs (1976) 
Figure 5c for M81, The average surface brightness in the model annuli 
computed in the U and B3 filters are within 0.2 magnitudes/square arcsec. 
of Schweizerfs observed values. The average peak height of the computed 
profiles above the disk brightness lie within 0.3 magnitudes/square arc-
sec, of Schweizerfs observed values in the U and B3 filters. The average 
width of the spiral arms, using SchweizerTs measure, A c J ) ^ * is 27°, very 
close to the average value he measured for M81. The arm width of the model 
arms does not drop rapidly to very small values at large radii, as Schweize 
observes, but unlike the predictions of the models which he quotes. 
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Figure 1 . The absolute 
magnitude, Mv, and (U-B) 
and (B-V) colors of one 
model 1 cluster as a 
function of time after 
the stars turn on. 
Cluster model 1 contains 
4 0 5 M Q of stars. 
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Figure 2 . The UBV surface bright
ness of the model of the Galaxy 
in annuli of radius 4.79, 6.67 
and 8 . 2 4 kpc from the center. 
The galactocentric azimuth, <f>, 
increases from the Sun-galactic 
center line in the direction of 
galactic rotation. The average 
surface brightness around each 
annulus is shown just to the 
right of each trace and the 
colors around the R = 6,67 kpc 
annulus are shown at the bot
tom. The arrows mark the 
places where the annuli cross 
the centers of the density-wave 
arms. 
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The older model, reported by Bash (1978), gave similar agreement 
with Schweizer's (1976) observations. However, the colors of the spiral 
arms in our older model were bluer by about 0™5 than SchweizerTs observed 
ones. The average colors of the spiral arms in the current model are 
(B-V) = +0.53 and (U-B) = -0.14. These colors are very similar to values 
Schweizer has observed for the galaxies in his sample. He finds that the 
average colors of the spiral arms in M81 are (U-B) = -0.17, (B-V) = +0.74. 
However, the average (B-V) color of the spiral arms in M99, M51 and M101 
is +0.50. This color agreement has been achieved by including giant and 
supergiant phases in the evolution of the model cluster stars and by 
assuming that the disk stars exhibit a linear density wave of amplitude 
0.2 ^20% of the disk brightness. 

The stellar birthrate averaged over the region where the model ap
plies, 4 kpc < R< 11.4 kpc, required to fit the observations of M81 is 
0.08 M© yr~l. The birthrate is the product of the mass of each model 
cluster, the number of model birthsites and the number of clusters born 
at each per year. 

5. SUMMARY 

We have attempted to find observational evidence and a model which 
connects the density wave theory, molecular clouds and star formation. 
The model, which is constructed for the Galaxy, uses the density wave 
parameters fit to HI observations and stellar orbits and by assuming that 
molecular clouds are launched from the TASS wave and emit observable CO 
spectral lines for 30 million years, it is largely consistent with CO 
survey results. The model predicts that the CO radiation abruptly cuts 
off at 30 million years and such a cut-off is seen by observing CO as
sociated with young star clusters. The model predicts the UBV surface 
brightness of the Galaxy but the stellar birthrate must be adjusted. It 
is fit to the observed average surface brightness of external spiral 
galaxies. The model can be adjusted to agree with observations of M81 
and other galaxies; however, caution needs to be exercised in applying 
the stellar birthrate which this fit implies to our Galaxy since, for 
example, according to Rots (1975), M81 is well fit with a spiral of pitch 
angle 15° while the density wave fit to the Galaxy has a pitch angle of 
6?65. However, the model gives spiral arms whose brightness, width and 
color agree well with values observed for Sb and Sc galaxies. 
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DISCUSSION 

Solomon: The "CO emitting lifetime" of 3x10 1 years which you give sug
gests that during most of a galactic rotation of 2x10** years the gas is 
in some form other than molecules. However, the CO surveys of the 
Galaxy clearly show that 70%-90% of the gas is in molecules, particularly 
at 4-7 kpc where you are matching the observations. Where, and in what 
form, is the gas during the other 2x10** years in your model? The con
nection between CO and HII regions in your model is a result of matching 
the CO &,v diagram. This diagram maps temperature; hot molecular clouds 
are correlated with the presence of HII regions, as has been known for 
the past seven years. However, most of the mass in molecular clouds is 
not in hot regions, and most molecular clouds do not have strong heat
ing sources. Therefore, your result appears to be a confirmation of 
the correlation of hot molecular clouds with HII regions, not a correla
tion of all molecular clouds with such regions. 
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Bash: Our model assumes that CO-emitting molecular clouds are seen for 
only 3x10^ years after they leave the spiral shock wave. They may just 
mean that such clouds are only observable there (say due to higher CO 
temperatures) and not that CO clouds only exist there. However, because 
the inferred presence of a large population of very long-lived CO molecu
lar clouds from your work depends on assumed C/H ratios, the number of 
such clouds must be uncertain. 

Kaufman: First, a question: How do you account for the excitation of 
hot CO during the 15x10^ years before the stars turn on? 
Second, a comment: The 30-million-year width of the observed hot CO 
distribution is comparable to the 1-kpc apparent width of the HII region 
spiral arms of Georgelin and Georgelin. So it seems that you and the 
Georgelins may be detecting the same type of galactic features. By re
stricting your analysis to star formation by spiral shocks, you must 
work very hard to make your theoretical arms as wide as the observed 
hot CO and HII spiral arms. This is especially so in view of the fact 
that Carson's opacities and stellar winds suggest that massive stars 
evolve towards the red even faster than the conventional 0-star life
times. However, one can easily account for the width of the HII arms 
if spiral shocks are not the only star-forming mechanism in our Galaxy. 
Because there are a number of observations linking star formation to ex
panding HII regions and expanding SNR's, a model based solely on star 
formation in galactic shocks is incomplete. The observed spiral features 
are probably a composite of, first, stars formed by the spiral shock 
and, then, stars formed by shock waves from high-mass stars. The mas
sive stars formed by the spiral shock act as a trigger for further star 
formation. 

Bash: First, I believe that only some, perhaps a minority, of all stars 
are directly formed by the action of the spiral-shock wave. However, 
our model, which assumes (for convenience) that all stars form from the 
spiral-shock wave is capable of producing spiral arms as wide as the 
observed ones. 
Second, I imagine that the CO is excited during the 15x10^ years before 
the stars turn on basically by the collapse of the cloud. 

Wielen: I understand that you favor the post-shock version of initial 
velocities. This is in contrast to our results that the pre-shock 
velocities give a better description of the observational results, es
pecially in M51. How did you obtain the initial velocities, e.g., in 
M81? 

Bash: The model discussed here is for our Galaxy and the predicted sur
face brightness was then compared to Schweizerfs observations of M81. 
Post-shock velocities are required to give a model &,v diagram for CO 
which agrees with the observed one. 
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